Pizlo, Rosenfeld, and Weiss 6] suggest that people perceive two 2-D shapes as the same (i.e., there is shape constancy) when one shape might be a perspective image of the other. We argue that this hypothesis is both too broad and too restrictive. Their view is too broad because, as we show, two such images can appear quite di erent when there is signi cant perspective distortion. Their view is too restrictive because factors such as context and the complexity of the shapes compared can play a role in judgements of shape constancy.
Pizlo, Rozenfeld, and Weiss de ne shape constancy as the problem: \... when are shapes perceived as the same?" They propose that two shapes are perceived as the same if they are related by a perspective transformation. We will argue that, on the contrary, human perception of shape constancy cannot be captured by a simple set of geometric transformations. Rather, we claim that the perception that shapes are identical can be in uenced by many factors, including the amount of distortion produced by a transformation, the complexity of the shape, and context and prior knowledge. The solution to the problem of shape constancy, under this view, is intimately connected to the more general problem of shape similarity.
We begin by providing evidence that the perceived constancy of a shape can deteriorate even when one shape is a perspective view of the other, if the amount of perspective distortion becomes large. First we provide one reasonable de nition of perspective distortion, in terms of the line at in nity. The line at in nity in the scene plane is de ned as the set of points at in nity in any direction. Parallel scene lines may be thought of as intersecting at the line at in nity. Under perspective projection, the line at in nity projects to a real line in the image plane, called the vanishing line. In fact, the vanishing line is the intersection of the image plane and a plane parallel to the scene, that contains the focal point (see a standard geometry text, such as Coxeter 3] for a more detailed discussion). The distance between the vanishing line and the projection of the scene shape provides a good measure of the image's perspective distortion. It tells us, for example, how close to the shape the intersection point will be between image lines that are parallel in the scene. Also, since an image has no absolute scale, we must judge these distances relative to the size of the objects in the image. Therefore, without being very formal or precise in this note, we will de ne the amount of perspective distortion as the relative distance between the shape in the image and the vanishing line. Figure 1 shows a planar shape, and a perspective view of that shape with the vanishing line relatively close to the shape in the image. It is readily apparent that the shape appears fairly distorted. There is no shape constancy, even though the second image is a true perspective image of the rst. We feel that the most likely implication of this is that shape constancy is not always obtained between images related by perspective, rather shape constancy will be gradually lost as the amount of perspective distortion increases. Pizlo's experiments 5] do not directly address this possibility.
So far we have considered situations consistent with the theory of Pizlo, Rosenfeld and Weiss, in which one image is a perspective view of another image that has been viewed with known orientation. An alternative plausible de nition of shape constancy can be that shape constancy occurs when both images might be perspective views of the same, unknown third planar shape, taken with the same camera. This de nition has the advantage of treating the images symmetrically, unlike Pizlo, Rosenfeld and Weiss's theory, which assumes that the position in space of the object in the rst image is known, while the object may appear in any unknown position in the second image. It is shown in the Appendix below that two images are perspective images of the same planar shape if and only if they are related by a projective transformation. This assumes that the images are taken with the same camera. This is a variation on the well-known fact that the set of projective views is equivalent to the set of views formed by a series of perspective views, taken with cameras that need not be the same. Therefore, if we attempt to remove the asymmetry from Pizlo, Rosenfeld and Weiss's theory of shape constancy by relaxing the assumption that viewpoint is known for one image, we nd this leads to the theory that shape constancy is preserved under all projective transformations. However, Pizlo, Rosenfeld and Weiss and Pizlo 5] have shown persuasively that shape constancy is not preserved under a projective transformation.
These examples suggest that shape constancy is not characterized by a simple class of mathematical transformations. Both examples seem to indicate that we do not judge constancy based on whether two images might be pictures of the same object viewed from any possible viewpoints. Rather, we argue that in judging whether images appear to be of the same object, we rule out extreme viewpoints. Another question that arises for Pizlo, Rosenfeld, and Weiss's theory is whether shape constancy can be modeled for 3-D objects. Perspective transformations, which are claimed to be the underlying transformations for shape constancy, properly describe the appearance of planar objects from various viewpoints. Most objects observed by the visual system, however, are non-planar, and their appearances cannot be accounted for properly by 2-D perspective transformations. Modi cations of the theory are therefore necessary if we believe that shape constancy can be obtained for 3-D objects. It is, on the one hand, unclear that one can model shape constancy for 3-D objects using a simple geometric transformation, or on the other hand, that the notion of shape constancy should be restricted to planar shapes.
Human perception of whether two shapes seem the same can be in uenced by factors other than the geometric transformation that relates the two shapes. For example, the complexity of a shape may be relevant in constancy judgements; the more complex a shape is, the more tolerant we are of distorting transformations. Figure 2 shows two triangles related by an a ne, and consequently also by a perspective transformation (of course all triangles are related by such transformations). Figure 3 shows a more complex shape, distorted by the same a ne transformation. We suggest that most human observers can perceive the complex shape as the same, related by an a ne stretching, while the same observers perceive the triangles as di erent shapes. This suggests that the class of transformations that we allow, when comparing two shapes for constancy, may depend on the complexity of the shapes.
This may relate to the non-accidentalness of the relation between the two shapes. Nonaccidental image properties are widely discussed and used in computational vision 2, 4, 7] . An event in an image is considered non-accidental if the probability that such an event might occur in a random environment is low. In a random world the probability that two arbitrary triangles would be related by an a ne transformation is 1, whereas the probability that more complex shapes would be related by an a ne transformation is zero. Thus, the two triangles can equally be either two views of the same triangle or simply di erent triangles. Whereas the two complicated shapes are very unlikely to be two di erent shapes that happen to be related by an a ne transformation. This potentially explains why complex shapes appear the same when related by an a ne transformation.
Context and prior knowledge can also play a role in human perceptions of shape identity. For example, a \p" and \d" can appear to be di erent, even when they are identical except for a 180 rotation. Perhaps this is because they match di erent prior models we have of the letters. It seems possible also that context may a ect our judgements, by in uencing the extent to which we make use of prior knowledge. When we are reading, we do not even notice the similarity of \p" and \d". When we are trying to pick out letters in alphabet soup, to spell a word containing \d", we may recognize a \p" as an upside down \d". The context, or the task that we are performing, may also in uence the sort of transformations we allow for when comparing two shapes for identity.
In our view, therefore, shape constancy is a complex phenomenon that re ects the interplay of many factors, including the type and magnitude of the viewing transformation, the complexity of the shapes viewed, and context and prior knowledge. This makes shape constancy a di cult problem, but it also means that an understanding of shape constancy can provide insight into a wide range of vision problems. We will conclude this commentary by brie y mentioning the relation of shape constancy to a very general and important problem in human and machine vision, the problem of shape similarity.
Sometimes, two shapes appear to be pictures of the same object, even though they do not appear identical. For example, Figure 4 appears to show two pictures of a turtle with its limbs bent in di erent positions. In general, if one distorts a shape a little bit, it appears to be a distorted version of the same shape. After some amount of larger distortion, the shapes no longer appear to be the same. The e ect that di erent types of distortion will have on the similarity of shapes is not well understood. This is clearly, though, a very important problem in vision, underlying the processes of recognition, classi cation, and tracking of non-rigid objects.
It seems likely that the e ect of distortions on shape similarity depends on many factors, including the amount and type of distortion, the complexity of the object, and context and prior knowledge. We have suggested that these factors also play an important role in the problem of shape constancy. If this is so, it is likely that these problems should be addressed together, and that a complete understanding of the shape constancy problem may require renewed e orts at addressing the problem of shape similarity (see 1] for our e orts at addressing this problem).
A Two Perspective Views Projective Transformations
In this appendix we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1: Two images are related by a projective transformation if and only if there exists a planar scene such that the two images are produced from this scene by two rigid transformations followed by perspective projections using a single camera.
Since it is well known that any two perspective images of a planar scene are related by a projective transformation, we only need to show the converse, that is, for any two images related by a projective transformation we need to nd a scene and two rigid transformations that produce the two images.
A.1 Notation
Let I and J denote the two images, and letĨ i = (x i ; y i ; 1) andJ i = (x 0 i ; y 0 i ; 1) (1 i n) denote a pair of corresponding points in these images. Throughout the proof we shall use homogeneous coordinates. This implies that (x; y; w) and (ax; ay; aw) represent the same point, for any constant value a 6 = 0. Let I and J be 3 n matrices containing as their columns the n points ordered in correspondence. We assume that there exists a projective transformation P that relates the two images. This implies that for every 1 i n there exists some constant k i 6 = 0 such that
(1) We shall denote this by J = P I; (2) where the sign = denotes equality of the column vectors up to a non-zero scale factor.
Denote the scene by S and a scene point byS i = (X i ; Y i ; 1) (1 i n). Again,S i are given in homogeneous coordinates and S is a 3 n matrix. We shall assume without any loss of generality that in space the scene S lies in the Z = 0 plane (so the 3-D Euclidean coordinates of a pointS i are given byS 0 i = (X i ; Y i ; 0)). Assume now that a camera with focal length 1 is placed in some arbitrary position and orientation in space. Relative to this camera, the Euclidean coordinates of a scene pointS 0 i will then rotate by some rotation R and translate by some translationt to produce RS 0 i +t: (3) Letr 1 ,r 2 , andr 3 be the three column vectors of R. Since S lies in the Z = 0 planer 3 does not participate in this computation. Letting W = (r 1 ;r 2 ;t) we can express the 3-D position of a pointS i relative to the camera by WS i : (4) Notice that for W to represent a rigid transformation it may be any 3 3 matrix in which the rst two columns are orthonormal. The image I could then be produced by rotating and translating the scene S if I = W S:
This would imply in particular that for every 1 i n there exists some z i 6 = 0 such that
(Notice that z i represents the depth coordinate of the transformed scene point.) Our objective therefore is to prove that given two images I and J such that I = P J then there exist a planar scene S and two rigid transformations followed by perspective projections (denoted by W and W 0 ) such that I = W S and J = W 0 S.
A.2 Proof
To prove the theorem we rephrase it using the above notations. 
If P can be represented up to some non-zero scale factor as the product of two matrices W 0 W ?1 then, as will be shown below, the theorem will be proven. We show in the next lemma that such a decomposition is possible. Since k 6 = 0 we can replace the orthonormality condition ofr 0 1 ;r 0 2 by constraints onr 1 andr 2 alone:r Notice rst that for non-singular P the quadratic formx T P T Px is positive de nite and so P T P has three orthogonal eigenvectors that correspond to positive eigenvalues. We split the rest of the proof into two cases. First, we consider the case that two of the eigenvectors correspond to the same eigenvalue. We later consider the case that all three eigenvalues are di erent.
Suppose that two of the eigenvalue of P T P are identical. Denote the two eigenvalues by and the eigenvectors that correspond to this eigenvalue byṽ 1 
